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Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Indesign
MS Excel
MS Word
Adobe Illustrator
CSS/Html
Photography

English
Swedish
French

2017

2012 - 2016

jennifer.traini92@gmail.com

DATA SCIENCE SPECIALIZATION
@Johns Hopkins University
Online specialization offered by Johns Hopkins University. I learnt how 
to program in R and how to use it for effective data analysis and how to 
summarize data. I decided to take this 3-months specialization because I 
believe it’s important for me to broaden my horizons career-wise.

BA IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
@Università degli Studi di Milano
I started my BA at Ca’ Foscari, in Venice, then moved to Milan to keep 
studying Swedish. My final essay was about the Danish writer, Henrik 
Stangerup. Grade: 106/110.

Milan

OTHER SKILLS

05/2017 -

10/2015 - 
01/2016

ITALIAN TEACHER
@Verbling

I’m currently teaching Italian to foreigners via Verbling. I focus on improving 
their speaking skills and I create my own lessons. I learnt how to work with 
sudden deadlines and how to be flexible and accommodating .

Milan

SOCIAL MEDIA AND PRESS OFFICE INTERN
@Iperborea

I mostly wrote press realeases and took care of writing content for both the 
company’s website and the company’s newsletter. I was part of the social 
media team as well and I created some content for Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter.

Milan

WORK EXPERIENCE

+39 3396292871

I am 25 and I speak five languages.
I care deeply about ONE’s mission; 
furthermore, I am a fast learner, 
a very curious and meticulous 
person and this is why I was drawn 
to data science in the first place. I 
enrolled in the specialization out 
of curiosity but to identify patterns 
and trends by simply analyzing 
data proved to be very interesting. 
I would love to put into practice 
what I learnt.

LANGUAGES

05/2012 - 
08/2012

INTERN 
@Pubblications Office of the European Commission

I created an archive of around 10000 pictures, regarding the European 
Union history. I had to find out the names of the people in the pictures and 
create a timeline, according to the information I found.

Luxembourg

OTHER WEBINARS

APPLIED DATA SCIENCE 
WITH PYTHON
University of Michigan
May 2018

EXECUTIVE DATA SCIENCE
Johns Hopkins University
September 2017

2017 -  now MA IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
@Università degli Studi di Milano
In September I started my MA in Foreign Languages and I’m currently 
beginning to work on my final essay. The topic is Second Language 
Acquisition Theories for low-educated adults with a focus on French 
learners.

Milan

10/2017 - 
03/2018

INTERN
@SLAM - Servizio Linguistico d’Ateneo

I validated English certificates and organized English courses. Occasionally, 
I also supervised English exams. I had to learn how to use Excel since all 
students data were stored in Excel spreadsheets.

Milan

2017 -  now FRENCH TUTOR
@Casa di reclusione Milano - Opera
I teach French language and literature to an inmate enrolled at the 
Università degli Studi di Milano. Being his only contact with the University, I 
also organize his exams and I help him study other subjects.

Opera

Spanish

ONE YOUTH AMBASSADOR

In 2016 I became a ONE Youth Ambassador for the first time and I’m now 
on my third year. I am interested in putting an end to extreme poverty and 
I believe ONE has a very effective approach when it comes to involve in the 
process both common citizens and decision makers.

2016 - now

@The ONE Campaign Milan

WHY ME?


